
Add the word mention to these sentences.

 

I meant to      it earlier today.

“When did you      it to me?”

Their eyes lit up at the     of it.

She did not     her trip.

Trace the word mention. 

 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word mention. 

 

 

 

Which word classes does the 

word mention belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word mention.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word mention.

menshun                      mension                      mencian

Write the syllables of the word 

mention inside the hands.

Which of these words can mean the same 
as mention?

take from     refer to     compare with

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: mention 1

Finish off the word mention.

 

Now write the full word.

mention

mention

mention

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

men            

m                         

             ion

         n

                    



Add the word minute to these sentences.

 

They will arrive in one  .

“Will you            the meeting?”  

I asked.

A   is sixty seconds long.

He didn’t fool me for a  .

Trace the word minute. 

 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word minute. 

 

 

 

Which word classes does the 

word minute belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word minute.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word minute.

minite                      minit                      minuet

Write the syllables of the word 

minute inside the hands.

Write another word that you can make 
out of the letters in the word minute.
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Finish off the word minute.

 

Now write the full word.

minute

minute

minute

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

min            

m                         

             ute

         e

                 



Add the word natural to these sentences.

 

It was made from     ingredients.

“You’re a      !” the 

director yelled.

They are in their     habitat.

She was a     at presenting.

Trace the word natural. 

 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word natural. 

 

 

 

Which word classes does the 

word natural belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word natural.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word natural.

nachural                      naturel                      naturul

Write the syllables of the word 

natural inside the hands.

Write another word that you can make 
out of the letters in the word natural.
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Finish off the word natural.

 

Now write the full word.

natural

natural

natural

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

nat            

n                         

             ral

         l

                    



Add the word naughty to these sentences.

 

You have been a   boy.

“Don’t be so     !”  

Gran commanded.

She will sit on the   step.

I am never  .

Trace the word naughty. 

 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word naughty. 

 

 

 

Which word class does the 

word naughty belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word naughty.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word naughty.

nauhgty                      nawghty                      norty

Write the syllables of the word 

naughty inside the hands.

Which of these words means the same as 
naughty?

disbeliever      dishonest      disobedient

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: naughty 4

Finish off the word naughty.

 

Now write the full word.

naughty

naughty

naughty

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

nau            

n                         

             hty

        y

                    



Add the word notice to these sentences.

 

I have put up a   in the hall.

“I didn’t   it!” commented Roy. 

Did you   the new paint?

It did not escape my  .

Trace the word notice. 

 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word notice. 

 

 

 

Which word classes does the 

word notice belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word notice.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word notice.

knowtice                      notise                      notiss

Write the syllables of the word 

notice inside the hands.

Which of these words means the same as 
notice?

observe preserve conserve reserve

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: notice 5

Finish off the word notice.

 

Now write the full word.

notice

notice

notice

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

not            

n                         

             ice

        e

                 



Finish off the word occasionally.

 

Now write the full word.

Add the word occasionally to these sentences.

I meet with my friends                          .

“Do you see them                          ?”

This can                           result  
in injury.

We                           experience blizzards.

Trace the word occasionally. 

 

Use a dictionary to define  

the word occasionally.

                                                            

                                                            

                                                           

Which word class does the  

word occasionally belong to?

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word occasionally.

ocassionally                occasionly                occasianelly 

                                                                                                  

Write your own sentence containing the word occasionally. 

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                      

Which of these words means  

the same as occasionally? 

often           infrequently           consistently

Write the syllable of the word 

occasionally inside the hands.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: occasionally 1

occasionally

occasionally

occasionally

occas                         nally

                 ly oc                        noun verb adjective

preposition determiner

adverb conjunction pronoun



Finish off the word often.

 

Now write the full word.

Add the word often to these sentences.

I                      go for long walks.

“How                      do you  
exercise?” asked the doctor.

Do you come here                     ?

I’m                      mistaken for my sister.

Trace the word often. 

 

Use a dictionary to define  

the word often.

                                                            

                                                            

                                                           

Which word class does the  

word often belong to?

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word often.

offten                         oftun                         ovten 

                                                                                                  

Write your own sentence containing the word often. 

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                      

Which of these words  

means the same as often? 

irregularly           frequently           rarely

Write the syllables of the  

word often inside the hands.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: often 2

often

often

often

of                         en

                 n o                        noun verb adjective

preposition determiner

adverb conjunction pronoun



Finish off the word opposite.

 

Now write the full word.

Add the word opposite to these sentences.

I live                         my primary school.

“What is the                         of right?” 

They are the complete  
                       of each other.

We are at                         ends of the room.

Trace the word opposite. 

 

Use a dictionary to define  

the word opposite.

                                                            

                                                            

                                                           

Which word classes does the  

word opposite belong to?

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word opposite.

oposite                         opposit                         oppersite 

                                                                                                  

Write your own sentence containing the word opposite. 

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                      

Write another word that you can make  

out of the letters in the word opposite.

                                                       

Write the syllables of the  

word opposite inside the hands.
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opposite

opposite

opposite

oppo                         site

                 te op                        noun verb adjective

preposition determiner

adverb conjunction pronoun



Finish off the word ordinary.

 

Now write the full word.

Add the word ordinary to these sentences.

Nothing seemed out of the                            .

The painting depicted                           people.

We travelled in the                             way.

She seemed very                            .

Trace the word ordinary. 

 

Use a dictionary to define  

the word ordinary.

                                                            

                                                            

                                                           

Which word class does the  

word ordinary belong to?

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word ordinary.

ordinery                       ordinry                         ordernary 

                                                                                                  

Write your own sentence containing the word ordinary. 

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                      

Which of these words  

means the same as ordinary? 

spectacular  normal forgetful phenomenal

Write the syllables of the  

word ordinary inside the hands.
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ordinary

ordinary

ordinary

ordi                         nary

                 ry or                        noun verb adjective

preposition determiner

adverb conjunction pronoun



Finish off the word particular.

 

Now write the full word.

Add the word particular to these sentences.

I like things done in a                           way.

“What is your                            
enquiry?” he asked.

She is very                           about cleanliness.

He is wrong in every                         .

Trace the word particular. 

 

Use a dictionary to define  

the word particular.

                                                            

                                                            

                                                           

Which word class does the  

word particular belong to?

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word particular.

perticular                       particuler                         peticuler 

                                                                                                  

Write your own sentence containing the word particular. 

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                      

Write another word that you can make  

out of the letters in the word particular?

                                                       

Write the syllables of the  

word particular inside the hands.
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particular

particular

particular

part                         ular

                 ar p                        noun verb adjective

preposition determiner

adverb conjunction pronoun



Finish off the word peculiar. 
 
 
 
 

Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: peculiar

Use a dictionary to define the 
word peculiar.

Write the syllables of the word  
peculiar inside the hands.

Which word classes does the word 
peculiar belong to?

Trace the word peculiar.

Add the word peculiar to these sentences. 
 

Frank thought the situation was_____________.

“How _____________ it was!” remarked Ida.

I felt a little _____________ for a while.

My sister’s behaviour is very _____________.

Which of these words means the same as peculiar?

Write your own sentence containing the word peculiar.

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word peculiar.

perculiar perculiar pacyulier

sudden expected strange supposed

pecu

r

lair

p

peculiar

peculiar

peculiar

noun verb adjective
conjunction adverb pronoun

preposition determiner

1



Finish off the word perhaps. 
 
 
 
 

Now write the full word.

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word perhaps.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: perhaps

Use a dictionary to define the 
word perhaps.

Write the syllables of the word  
perhaps inside the hands

Which word class does the word  
perhaps belong to?

Trace the word perhaps.

Add the word perhaps to these sentences. 
 

_____________ I should have been honest. 

“_____________ you may like this,” the waitress 
suggested.

It is _____________ not surprising that he 
was caught.

____________ we can go to the cinema today.

Write another word that you can make out of the  
letters in the word perhaps.

Write your own sentence containing the word perhaps.

purhaps perrhaps pehapps

per

s

aps

p

perhaps

perhaps

perhaps

noun verb adjective
conjunction adverb pronoun

preposition determiner

2



Trace the word popular.

Finish off the word popular. 
 
 
 
 

Now write the full word.

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word popular.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: popular

Use a dictionary to define the 
word popular.

Write the syllables of the word  
popular inside the hands

Which word class does the word  
popular belong to?

Add the word popular to these sentences. 
 
 

He was very _____________ at school. 

“Are you _____________?” asked Gran. 

This food is _____________ across America.

I love watching that _____________ TV show.

Write another word that you can make out of the  
letters in the word popular.

Write your own sentence containing the word popular.

populer popyular poppuler

pop

r

lar

p

popular

popular

popular

noun verb adjective
conjunction adverb pronoun

preposition determiner

3



Trace the word position.

Finish off the word position. 
 
 
 
 

Now write the full word.

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word position.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: position

Use a dictionary to define the 
word position.

Write the syllables of the word  
position inside the hands

Which word classes does the word  
position belong to?

Add the word position to these sentences. 
 
 

I sat in the wrong _____________. 

_____________ the car within the space. 
 

Sew the badge into _____________. 

Smoke revealed the ____________ of the camp.

Write another word that you can make out of the  
letters in the word position.

Write your own sentence containing the word position.

persition posician possision

posi

n

tion

p

position

position

position

noun verb adjective
conjunction adverb pronoun

pre-position determiner

4



Trace the word possess.

Finish off the word possess. 
 
 
 
 

Now write the full word.

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word possess.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: possess

Use a dictionary to define the 
word possess.

Write the syllables of the word  
possess inside the hands

Which word class does the word  
possess belong to?

Add the word possess to these sentences. 
 
 

I ___________ many different toys. 

“What do you_____________?” she asked.

You will ___________ lots of items in your lifetime.

I do not _____________ a television set.

Write another word that you can make out of the  
letters in the word possess.

Write your own sentence containing the word possess.

posess pozses persess

poss

ss

sess

p

possess

possess

possess

noun verb adjective
conjunction adverb pronoun

preposition determiner

only open avoid own

5



Add the word possession to these sentences.

I took                         of the magic crystal.

"Is it in your                        ?" Mum asked.

My phone was my only                        .

The book came into my                        . 

Trace the word possession. 

 

Use a dictionary to define the 

word possession. 

 

 

 

Which word class does the word 

possession belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 

possession inside the hands.

Finish off the word possession.

 

Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: possession 1

possession

possession

possession

poss                        ssion

               on p                

                                       

Which of these words can mean the  

same as possession?

Write your own sentence containing the word possession.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word possession.

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

ownership partnership fellowship

posesion posession possetion



Add the word possible to these sentences.

I know of five                         answers.

"Will it be                        ?" asked the manager.

Contact me as soon as                        .

This is the shortest                         route. 

Trace the word possible. 

 

Use a dictionary to define the 

word possible. 

 

 

 

Which word class does the word 

possible belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 

possible inside the hands.

Finish off the word possible.

 

Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: possible 2

possible

possible

possible

pos                            ble

                 e p                

                               

Write another word that you can make out of the 

letters in the word possible.

 

Write your own sentence containing the word possible.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word possible.

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

posible possable posibul



Add the word potatoes to these sentences.

I love eating roast                        .

"Do you want any                        ?" asked the chef.

We ate meat and                        .

                        grow beneath the ground. 

Trace the word potatoes. 

 

Use a dictionary to define the 

word potatoes. 

 

 

 

Which word class does the word 

potatoes belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 

potatoes inside the hands.

Finish off the word potatoes.

 

Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: potatoes 3

potatoes

potatoes

potatoes

pot                           oes

                 s p                

                               

Write another word that you can make out of the 

letters in the word potatoes.

 

Write your own sentence containing the word potatoes.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word potatoes.

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

potaitoes potatos patetoes



Add the word pressure to these sentences.

I was under a lot of                        .

"Please don't put                         on me!"

Apply lots of                         to the wound.

The gate buckled under the                        . 

Trace the word pressure. 

 

Use a dictionary to define the 

word pressure. 

 

 

 

Which word class does the word 

pressure belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 

pressure inside the hands.

Finish off the word pressure.

 

Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: pressure 4

pressure

pressure

pressure

pre                           ure

                 e p                

                               

Which of these words means the same as pressure?

Write your own sentence containing the word pressure.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word pressure.

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

preshure presure presher

face force fright freed



Add the word probably to these sentences.

I                         won't be able to eat it all.

"                       ," replied Anise.

She would                         never see him again.

I'll                         be free next tuesday. 

Trace the word probably. 

 

Use a dictionary to define the 

word probably. 

 

 

 

Which word class does the word 

probably belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 

probably inside the hands.

Finish off the word probably.

 

Now write the full word.
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probably

probably

probably

prob                        ably

                 y p                

                               

Which of these words means the same as probably?

Write your own sentence containing the word probably.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word probably.

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

proberbly probly probubly

liking likely liked licking


